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Song description: 
My song, titled ‘we are the common fund’ is about people with diverse training and background 
working together to save lives. 
 
The first verse is about a girl, whose expectations will suddenly be cut short. The second verse is 
about an elderly man, who needs a transplant but every time he gets a match, the organ is 
given to a younger, ‘more deserving’ individual.  The third verse is about the Boston marathon 
victims, who ‘broke a leg’ by completing the race ‘and broke a leg’ by losing a limb. 
 
I believe the common fund is anyone, who is inclined to breakthroughs, innovative thinking and 
set out to solve unique problems by working across disciplines including ethics, bioengineering 
and medicine. We can cure cancer in uncharted research territory; we can improve the quality of 
life, make a difference and save millions of lives. 
 
She is a teen dancer  
She has lung cancer  
With just four months to live  
She may not fulfill her dreams 
She hopes for someone to change her fate  
 
The answer is you 
The answer is me 
As one, we are the common fund 
We can change lives  
By working together 
We can make a difference   
By innovative thinking  
We can change lives 
By scientific breakthroughs 
We will make a difference, one day at a time 
We will save lives, millions at a time 
 
He has waited many years  
And lost to fair innings argument  
Life after seventy should not be a bonus 
My best years don’t have to be behind me 
How can we avoid another loss 
 



The answer is you 
The answer is me 
As one, we are the common fund 
We can change lives  
By working together 
We can make a difference   
By innovative thinking  
We can change lives 
By scientific breakthroughs 
We will make a difference, one day at a time 
We will save lives, millions at a time 
 
On a beautiful day in Spring 
In the city on a hill  
They went running for a cause 
They broke a leg and broke a leg  
But they are Strong  
They wish to continue running 
 

I run for a cause 
You run for a cause 
As one, we are the common fund 
We can change lives  
By working together 
We can make a difference   
By innovative thinking  
We can change lives 
By scientific breakthroughs 
We will make a difference, one day at a time 
We will save lives, millions at a time 
 
As one, we are the common fund 
We will make a difference, one day at a time 
We will save lives, millions at a time 
 

 

 

 




